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Background: Modern nuclear structure models suggest that the shell structure near the valley of
stability, with well-established shell closures at N=50, for example, changes in very neutron-rich
nuclei far from stability. Single-particle properties of nuclei away from stability can be probed in
single-neutron (d, p) transfer reactions with beams of rare isotopes. The interpretation of these data
requires reaction theories with various effective interactions. Often, approximations made to the
final bound-state potential introduce a large uncertainty in the extracted single-particle properties,
in particular the spectroscopic factor.

Purpose: Mitigate this uncertainty using a combined measurement method to constrain the shape
of the bound-state potential and to reliably extract the spectroscopic factor.

Methods: The 2H(86Kr,p)87Kr reaction was measured at 33 MeV/u at the National Supercon-
ducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) as a test of the combined method. The reaction protons
were detected with the Oak Ridge Rutgers University Barrel Array (ORRUBA) of position sensitive
silicon strip detectors, the first implementation of ORRUBA coupled to the S800 spectrograph with
fast beams at NSCL.

Results: These measurements at 33 MeV/u are combined with previous studies of the 86Kr(d, p)
reaction at 5.5 MeV/u to demonstrate a successful case of the combined method to constrain the
shape of the single-particle potential and deduce asymptotic normalization coefficients and spectro-
scopic factors. In particular, the single-particle asymptotic normalization coefficient for the ground
state of 87Kr was constrained to bd5/2=6.46 +1.12

−0.57 fm−1/2, and therefore the deduced spectroscopic

factor is S=0.44 +0.09
−0.13 with uncertainties dominated by experimental statistics.

Conclusions: By combining measurements at two very different beam energies, single-particle
asymptotic normalization coefficients, at least for low angular momentum transfers, can be con-
strained. Therefore, spectroscopic factors can be deduced with uncertainties dominated by experi-
mental uncertainties, rather than limited knowledge of bound-state potential parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid neutron capture process (r-process) is the
mechanism responsible for the creation of about half of
the elements heavier than iron. This process is theo-
rized to occur in stellar explosions or neutron star merg-
ers where there is a very high neutron density (>1020

neutrons/cm3) and high temperatures (>109 K). Recent
r-process network calculations [1, 2] have highlighted the
need to obtain better measurements of nuclear properties
such as masses and neutron capture rates to understand
the observed r-process abundances and to constrain the
site of these events. This is especially important in the
A∼80 region where more than one astrophysical phe-

nomenon could contribute to the final observed abun-
dances. Such studies have recognized that neutron cap-
ture at late times in an r-process event, when the neutron
densities and/or temperatures are below the optimal val-
ues, can significantly affect the final abundances. Nuclei
near the peaks in r-process abundances have closed shells
of neutrons where the level densities are low and neutron
capture is dominated by direct processes. Direct neutron
capture is sensitive to the detailed spectroscopic prop-
erties of bound, low-spin states. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to accurately measure the properties of neutron-rich
nuclei near closed shells and near the r-process waiting
points.

Single-nucleon transfer reactions such as (d, p), (p, d)
or (d, n) are sensitive probes of the single-particle struc-
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ture of exotic nuclei [3, 4]. To extract spectroscopic in-
formation on unstable nuclei, such reactions can be per-
formed in inverse kinematics with beams of radioactive
isotopes and light mass targets. The extracted spectro-
scopic properties can be used to constrain nuclear struc-
ture models, and therefore improve their reliability when
predicting properties of nuclei further from stability. In
addition, the measured spectroscopic factors are impor-
tant in calculating the direct-semidirect component of
neutron capture needed to understand observed r-process
abundances (e.g. [5, 6]). The present work focuses on
the neutron-transfer reaction (d, p). Differential cross
sections from (d, p) reactions are compared to reaction
calculations to extract the spectroscopic factor (S).

The spectroscopic factor, S, is a measure of the single-
neutron shell model component in the wave function of
a particular state. Theoretically, it is the norm of the
overlap function between the final neutron state and the
initial target state. From an experimental perspective, it
can be defined as

S = (
dσ

dΩ
)Exp / (

dσ

dΩ
)Theory (1)

where ( dσdΩ )Theory is the theoretical prediction for the
cross section assuming a specific single-particle config-
uration for the final neutron state [7]. If experimental
and theoretical cross sections agree, then the state is in-
deed purely single-particle, otherwise the ratio of experi-
ment to theory provides a measure of the fragmentation
of single-particle strength. The extraction of S from the
data can be strongly model dependent due to the un-
certainties in the final neutron state wavefunction. The
shape of the effective bound-state potential V (r) is often
described as a Woods-Saxon shape, dependent on three
parameters: the well depth, V0 (set to reproduce the neu-
tron binding energy), a radius parameter r0 which is re-
lated to the average radius R through R = r0A

1/3 (A is
the mass number of the target) and a, the diffuseness of
the potential surface. Standard values for the radius and
diffuseness, r0=1.25 fm and a=0.65 fm, have been used
in previous studies (e.g. [5, 8–10]). Theoretical cross sec-
tions are sensitive to the parameters r0 and a that define
the shape of the bound-state potential. These parame-
ters cannot be constrained by a single (d, p) measurement
at peripheral reaction energies.

While the spectroscopic factor is a volume integral of
the neutron many-body overlap function, predominantly
located in the interior of the nucleus, most (d, p) reac-
tions (in particular those performed with <≈ 12 MeV
equivalent energy deuteron beams) are peripheral reac-
tions, that are only sensitive to the tail of this overlap
function. This tail can be modeled by a Hankel func-
tion with asymptotic normalization coefficient (ANC),
C`j , for a given final state with orbital angular momen-
tum ` and total angular momentum j. Since the de-
tails of the many-body overlap functions are not generally
known, the theoretical calculations are performed for a

pure single-particle wavefunction (i.e. S = 1). The tail of
the single-particle wavefunction is also modeled as a Han-
kel function, but now with its own single-particle asymp-
totic normalization coefficient (spANC), b`j . Changes in
the shape of the bound-state potential (e.g. r0, a) af-
fect the single-particle wave functions, producing differ-
ent values for the spANC, b`j(r0, a). The spANC and the
overlap ANC are related to the spectroscopic factor by
Eq. 2.

C2
`j = S`jb

2
`j (2)

Previous studies, for example the (d, p) reaction with
4.5 MeV/u 82Ge and 84Se beams [8], have demonstrated
how the spectroscopic factors can change by a factor of 3
or more as a function of realistic values for the spANC,
b`j , while the ANC, C`j , with this low-energy beam is es-
sentially independent of the Woods-Saxon geometry used
to generate the single-particle wavefunction. Given the
importance of deducing spectroscopic factors for both nu-
clear structure and nucleosynthesis, it is crucial to con-
strain the spANC values (associated with r0 and a val-
ues), which constitutes a dominant uncertainty in the
reaction analysis.

A. Combined Method

Mukhamedzhanov and Nunes [11] have proposed mea-
suring the same reaction at two different energies, one
(at ∼5 MeV/u) that is peripheral and only probes the
asymptotic region of the nucleus, and the other at signif-
icantly higher energy (∼40 MeV/u), and therefore, may
probe deeper into the nucleus. With the lower energy
reaction, the asymptotic normalization coefficient for the
nucleus (C`j) can be directly extracted, with little to no
dependence on the geometry of the bound-state poten-
tial. However, the spectroscopic factor will have a strong
dependence on the choice of bound-state parameters. At
higher energy, there is a larger contribution from the in-
terior of the nucleus, but the spectroscopic factor can
still be dependent on the shape of the potential, albeit
to a lesser degree. The combination of the two mea-
surements allows one to first fix the external portion of
the reaction by extracting the C`j for a given final state.
When the lower energy measurement is combined with
that at higher energy, the combined method provides a
constraint on the single-particle ANC, b`j , and the de-
duced spectroscopic factor, since S is a property of the
state in the nucleus and should not be dependent on the
energy of the probe. The goal is for the uncertainties
in the extracted spectroscopic factor to be dominated by
experimental statistics, rather than uncertainties in the
effective bound-state potential.

One of the first demonstrations of this combined
method was an analysis using previously published data
performed by Mukhamedzhanov, Nunes, and Mohr [12],
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who compared 48Ca(d, p) cross sections at various en-
ergies with neutron capture, 48Ca(n, γ), cross sections.
The authors were able to show the sensitivity of S and
C`j to the single-particle ANC, b`j , at low and high
energies. The combined analysis using the ADiabatic
Wave Approximation (ADWA) formalism at both ener-
gies indicates a constrained region for the spANC for
both the ground- and first-excited states populated in
the 48Ca(d, p) 49Ca reaction. From this result, the
authors suggested that measurements at ∼30 MeV/u
have an interior contribution similar to (n, γ), and both
the ANC and spectroscopic factor are important in
calculating (n, γ) cross sections. Pang, Nunes, and
Mukhamedzhanov [13] pointed out the inconsistencies
between the extracted ANC and spectroscopic factor aris-
ing from the choice of bound state parameters r0 and
a through both Distorted Wave Born Approximation
(DWBA) and ADWA. Reference [13] also found it nec-
essary to first fix the ANC with a peripheral measure-
ment, then extract the spectroscopic factor using non-
peripheral reactions. A subsequent test of the combined
method by McClesky et al. [14] involved the 14C(d, p) re-
action in inverse kinematics to deduce properties of the
weakly bound 15C. This work indicated that the com-
bined method does yield a constrained region of single-
particle ANC for the first excited state of 15C using
ADWA. However, this constraint resulted in an unphysi-
cal spectroscopic factor (>1.0), which may be attributed
to the lack of single-nucleon optical potentials for light
nuclei such as 14C. Following the combined method study
on states in 15C, Pang and Mukhamedzhanov [15] tested
the combined method for deuteron stripping reactions in
three different mass regions and also using three differ-
ent theoretical approaches: DWBA, ADWA, and Contin-
uum Discritized Coupled Channels (CDCC). The authors
revealed inconsistencies between the ANC and spectro-
scopic factor, namely the spectroscopic factors from the
combined method were much lower in comparison to pre-
vious results. Consequently, the question remains open
as to whether the combined method works generally and
can provide consistent spectroscopic factors and ANCs,
especially for the heavier nuclei important for the r-
process. Additionally, it is important to provide further
tests of the method on nuclei for which global optical
models are better constrained (e.g. A>24 [16–18]).

In the present study, the (d, p) neutron-transfer re-
action on 86Kr is used to verify this combined method
of extracting spectroscopic information in a mass region
well suited for global optical models. 86Kr has a closed
N=50 neutron shell; therefore, the low-lying excitations
in 87Kr are expected to be single-neutron excitations.
Also, global optical parameters have been well character-
ized in this mass region. The low-energy analysis is based
on published studies of the 86Kr(d, p) reaction in normal
kinematics at 5.5 MeV/u by Haravu et al. [19]. This
analysis was combined with a measurement of the (d, p)
reaction with a 33 MeV/u 86Kr beam at the National Su-
perconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) using the

Oak Ridge Rutgers University Barrel Array (ORRUBA)
coupled to the S800 magnetic spectrograph.

II. 2H(86Kr,p)87Kr at 33 MeV/u

The 2H(86Kr,p) 87Kr reaction at 33 MeV/u was mea-
sured using inverse kinematics at the NSCL. An array of
position-sensitive silicon strip detectors was coupled to
the S800 magnetic spectrograph to measure charged par-
ticles in coincidence with heavy recoils. SIDAR (SIlicon
Detector Array) [20] and ORRUBA (Oak Ridge Rutgers
University Barrel Array) [21], covered an angular range
between 60◦ and 165◦ in the laboratory frame as shown
by the ungated charged particle spectrum in Fig. 1. Elas-
tically scattered products were detected at angles forward
of 90◦ and were used for beam normalization. The reac-
tion was performed in inverse kinematics, with the 86Kr
beam impinging on a thin (∼0.8 mg/cm2) C2D4 foil. The
deuterated polyethylene targets were made according to
the methods in Ref. [22]. The ejectile protons were de-
tected at backward angles (>90◦) in the laboratory. Pro-
tons were detected in coincidence with heavy recoils in
the S800.

The stable 86Kr beam delivered from the cyclotron was
degraded in energy to 33 MeV/u with an average beam
rate of 106 pps. The total beam rate was limited by the
S800 detector system. The upstream and downstream
ORRUBA barrels covered angles from 110◦ - 140◦ and
65◦ - 110◦, respectively. The ORRUBA detectors are
resistive-strip detectors with a position resolution of ∼1
mm, which in the current configuration is approximately
∼ 1◦ in the laboratory. SIDAR in a lamp-shade con-
figuration consisted of 6 wedge-shaped annular detectors
which covered angles between 150◦ - 170◦. Each SIDAR
detector has 16 strips with 5-mm pitch; in this configura-
tion, each strip covered roughly ∼1.5◦ in the laboratory
frame.

The detectors were calibrated using alpha particles
from a 232U source. The alpha particles from the calibra-
tion source were sufficiently energetic that 232U daughter
products exited the sealed source into the main scatter-
ing chamber. The resulting alpha decays were present
during the experiment, as shown by the horizontal lines
in Fig. 1. The data shown in Fig. 1 are only charged
particle singles events detected in the silicon array, which
is meant to show the angular coverage and particle ener-
gies; background events come from fusion evaporation of
the beam and C2D4 target.

A challenge in the present measurement came from
complications in merging two separate data acquisition
systems during the experiment, namely the NSCLDAQ
for the S800 and the silicon detectors that used the NSCL
version of the ASICs (Application Specific Integrated
Circuits) system that was developed to handle a large
number of readout channels by collaborators at Wash-
ington University - St. Louis [23, 24]. As mentioned
above, the alpha decays from the daughter products of
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the 232U calibration source were visible throughout the
experiment, which unfortunately overlapped the region
where the ejectile protons from the (d, p) reaction would
be observed at the most backward angles. The random
alpha events should have been significantly suppressed
by requiring coincidence events between the ejectile pro-
ton and the heavy recoil in the S800; however, due to
the complications in merging the two data acquisition
systems, the coincidence settings were shifted during the
experiment which resulted in a significant loss of coinci-
dent events.

Figure 2 shows a Q-value spectrum from a small sub-
set of the data where reliable coincidence events between
ORRUBA and the S800 were recorded. Charged parti-
cle singles events were recorded during the entire exper-
iment, and differential cross sections were extracted for
proton energies and angles where the alpha energies did
not interfere and the fusion evaporation background was
sufficiently flat.

FIG. 1. (color online) Particle energy as a function of labo-
ratory angle for singles events in the silicon detector arrays.
Overlayed lines are kinematics calculations for elastic scatter-
ing and for the population of the ground state in 87Kr. The
gap in data at 90◦ is shadow from the target ladder. Hor-
izontal lines are from the daughter products from the 232U
calibration sealed source that contaminated the inner walls of
the scattering chamber

The Q-value spectrum in Fig. 2 is fit for the states of
87Kr at the energies adopted from Ref. [19]. The excita-
tion energies of states in 87Kr measured in this work were
consistent with those of previous measurements. The
center of mass energy resolution is ∆Ec.m. ≈ 400 keV
FWHM; therefore, the ground- and first-excited states
(Ex=0.53 MeV) are not well resolved. The energy reso-
lution shown in Fig. 2 suffers from the intrinsic resolution
of the detectors, as well as the thickness of the target used
(e.g. ∼0.8 mg/cm2). The target thickness was chosen to
mimic the conditions expected when using radioactive ion
beams, with low beam intensities (∼104-105 pps) and low
cross sections (<≈ mb).

The bulk of the data available for analysis was the
charged-particle singles events, with no S800 heavy re-
coil gating that would have served to reduce background

FIG. 2. Q-value spectrum from a subset of the data. Ground
state Q-value is 3.29 MeV. Excited state energies are labeled
above the fitted peak. Background is mitigated by excluding
the alpha contamination events as well as gating on coinci-
dence events in the S800 magnetic spectrograph.

from fusion evaporation and the contaminant alphas.
The background was sufficiently flat at laboratory angles
greater than 145 degrees and the background to peak ra-
tio for the ground state was less than 0.5. Background
events increased exponentially toward 90 degrees but the
ground state peak was still apparent with a background
to peak ratio of 0.6. A state at 2.5 MeV in excitation
energy was also visible above background for laboratory
angles between 110 and 140 degrees with a background
to peak ratio of less than 0.5. Therefore, the analysis
was focused on the ground-state and 2.5 MeV excited
state assumed to be the 7/2+ state observed in previous
work [19, 25].

Angular distributions were extracted for the ground-
and 2.5 MeV excited states (Fig. 3). Charged-particle
counts for each excited state were summed in a given an-
gular range. The (d, d) elastic scattering rate was used to
ascertain the incident beam rate and normalize charged
particle counts for a given angular bin. Using a timing
scintillator, the particle rate of the incoming beam was
calibrated to the current reading of a Faraday cup that
could operate at the high incoming particle rate during
production runs. Charge states of the degraded 86Kr
beam are separated in the A1900 fragment separator.
The Faraday cup was positioned to intercept the 36+

charge state of the beam, while the 35+ charge state was
sent to the experiment. The extracted cross section was
normalized using the (d, d) elastic scattering rate cali-
brated to the rate on the Faraday cup, and did not rely
on the scattering cross section being Rutherford. The
uncertainties in the cross sections shown in Fig. 3 are
statistical.
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FIG. 3. Differential cross sections as a function of center of
mass angle for the (d, p) reaction with 33 MeV/u 86Kr beams
and compared to FR-ADWA calculations (lines) described in
section III. The theoretical cross sections for each (r0,a) pair
were scaled using a least squares fit to the data points to de-
duce S for each state. (a) 5/2+ ground state of 87Kr (points).
FR-ADWA calculations assume `=2, 2d5/2 transfer and var-
ied radius and diffuseness parameters for the neutron bound
state. (b) 7/2+ 2.5 MeV state of 87Kr (points). FR-ADWA
calculations assumed `=4, 1g7/2 transfer and varied radius
and diffuseness parameters for the neutron bound state.

III. ANALYSIS DETAILS

The Finite-Range ADiabatic Wave Approximation
(FR-ADWA) [26] was used to analyze the 86Kr(d, p) re-
actions at both energies. This approach takes into ac-
count the breakup of the deuteron and has been shown to
perform well for deuteron energies >10 MeV [27]. Mod-

ern global optical parameterizations of Koning-Delaroche
(KD) [18] were used for the nucleon-target potential at
both the low and high energy, together with the Reid
soft-core potential [28] for the nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion. Optical model parameters used in this work are
summarized in Table I. As shown in Table II, the neu-
tron bound state parameters were varied over the range
r0= 1.2 - 1.5 fm and a= 0.624 - 0.78 fm to span single-
particle ANCs (b`j) for three final states of 87Kr from the
(d, p) reaction. The geometry of the real central interac-
tion was also used for the bound state spin-orbit geome-
try. TWOFNR [29] was used to generate the theoretical
cross sections, which only introduces a finite-range cor-
rection. FRESCO [30] was used to verify the calculated
cross sections, which incorporates a full treatment of the
finite-range transfer and was found to produce the same
cross sections as TWOFNR in the angular range of in-
terest; therefore the analysis was performed using only
TWOFNR. The same range of bound-state configura-
tions, and therefore same spANC values, were used in
the analysis of both the low- and high-energy measure-
ments of the 86Kr(d, p)87Kr reaction.

Theoretical cross sections with varying (r0,a) pairs
from this FR-ADWA framework are displayed in Fig. 3.
The calculated cross sections were normalized to the data
using a least squares method. An `=2, 2d5/2 transfer and

a Jπ=5/2+ assignment for the ground state of 87Kr were
adopted from Refs. [19, 25]. Additionally, an `=4, 1g7/2
transfer and a Jπ=7/2+ assignment was adopted from
Ref. [19] for the excited state at Ex=2.52 MeV.

A. Extracting the ANC: 86Kr(d, p)87Kr at 5.5
MeV/u

Angular distributions reported by Haravu et al. [19]
were used to extract the nuclear ANC C`j and con-
strain the asymptotic behavior of the wavefunctions. The
2d5/2 ground-state and 1g7/2 excited-state differential
cross sections are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively.
Each angular distribution is overlayed with FR-ADWA
calculated cross sections for the different bound state con-
figurations in Table II. To be consistent with the high
energy analysis, each FR-ADWA calculated cross section
was normalized to the data by a least squares minimiza-
tion for center of mass (c.m.) angles <90◦. The angular
cutoff was chosen to constrain the region where ADWA
is more robust (i.e. low center of mass angles, excluding
higher order effects) and to provide a more stringent con-
straint to the data rather than normalizing to the data
in the first peak only.

B. Determination of S from combined
measurements

To constrain the single-particle ANC and deduce spec-
troscopic factors with uncertainties dominated by exper-
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TABLE I. Koning-Delaroche global optical model parameters [18] used for the exit channel and to construct the adiabatic
potentials for the deuteron using the adiabatic treatment of Johnson-Tandy [26]

V r0 a0 W rW aW Ws rws aws Vso rso aso Wso rsoi asoi

[MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm]

n 39.467 1.212 0.665 2.924 1.212 0.665 4.987 1.272 0.530 5.224 1.039 0.590 -0.200 1.039 0.590

p 48.423 1.212 0.665 3.103 1.212 0.665 7.156 1.272 0.563 5.262 1.039 0.590 -0.184 1.039 0.590
87Kr+p (g.s) 36.055 1.212 0.665 7.288 1.212 0.665 3.514 1.272 0.564 4.566 1.039 0.590 -0.568 1.039 0.590

TABLE II. Values of single-particle ANC, b`j , for each choice
of radius and diffuseness parameters for the ground 5/2+,
first-excited 1/2+ and 2.52-MeV 7/2+ states in 87Kr.

r0 [fm] a [fm] bd5/2 [fm−1/2] bs1/2 [fm−1/2] bg7/2 [fm−1/2]

1.2 0.624 5.35 11.06 0.134

1.225 0.637 5.70 11.62 0.146

1.25 0.65 6.08 11.90 0.158

1.275 0.663 6.45 12.83 0.172

1.3 0.676 6.90 13.48 0.185

1.325 0.689 7.35 14.16 0.200

1.35 0.702 7.82 14.87 0.216

1.375 0.715 8.32 15.62 0.233

1.4 0.728 8.85 16.41 0.251

1.45 0.754 10.0 18.10 0.290

1.5 0.78 11.27 19.96 0.334

TABLE III. Summary of spectroscopic properties of excita-
tions in 87Kr from the present analysis and the measurements
by Haravu and collaborators at 5.5 MeV/u [19]. The exci-
tation energies and Jπ assignments are adopted values [31].
Spectroscopic factors, S, from Ref. [19] as well as nuclear
ANCs C`j

2 from this work, are tabulated. Ref. [19] did not
quote uncertainties on S values.

Ex [MeV] Jπ S (Ref.[19]) C`j
2 [fm−1]

0.0 5/2+ 0.56 18(2)

0.53 1/2+ 0.46 89(10)

2.52 7/2+ 0.49 0.0120(10)

imental uncertainties, the following procedure was used.
First, a spectroscopic factor was obtained through Eq. 1
by normalizing the FR-ADWA prediction to the exper-
imental cross section for each set of (r0,a) (or spANC
b`j) values summarized in Table II. The corresponding
many-body ANC (C`j) was deduced from the relation in
Eq. 2. The results from the FR-ADWA analysis of both
the low- and high-energy measurements for the extracted
spectroscopic factors and nuclear ANCs for the ground
state of 87Kr are shown in Fig. 5.

For the low-energy results, the spectroscopic factor
varies by about a factor of four as the bound-state po-
tential geometry changes with increasing spANC. The
ANC is relatively constant over the range of b`j , con-
sistent with the expectation that the reaction is periph-

eral at 5.5 MeV/u. Table III summarizes the extracted
C2
`j values from the present FR-ADWA analysis for the

ground- (2d5/2), first-excited (3s1/2) and 2.5 MeV (1g7/2)
states measured at 5.5 MeV/u in Ref. [19]. Uncertainties
come from the least squares fit to the data (∼1 %), a
total systematic error adopted from Ref. [19] (6%), and
an assumed uncertainty for the FR-ADWA calculation
(10%). The spectroscopic factors reported in Ref. [19]
were deduced from optical-model parameters based on
a fit to elastic scattering and a traditional DWBA ap-
proach, which does not account for deuteron breakup.

In contrast to the lower energy analysis, the ANC is
not constant over the range of b`j for the higher en-
ergy results. Since C`j and S are properties of a nu-
clear state, independent of the reaction by which they
are determined, the correct bound-state potential geom-
etry should yield consistent C`j and S values from mea-
surements at different energies. Therefore, the cross-
ing in Fig. 5 constrains the single-particle ANC to
bd5/2=6.46 +1.12

−0.57 fm−1/2. The Chapel-Hill parameteri-
zation (CH89) was also used to confirm this constrained
single-particle ANC, and the constrained spANC from
each optical model parameterization is shown in Ta-
ble IV.

TABLE IV. Constrained single-particle ANC values for
the 87Kr 5/2+ ground state calculated with KD [18] and
CH89 [17] optical model potentials

Global optical model bd5/2 [fm−1/2]

Koning-Delaroche [18] 6.46 +1.12
−0.57

Chapel-Hill [17] 6.70 +1.30
−0.63

The constrained value for the single-particle ANC for
the ground state does not correspond to a unique set of
radius and diffuseness parameters, rather many different
combinations will produce the same spANC. In order to
show that the spANC, and hence the bound-state poten-
tial, are constrained with this combined method, a very
large set of radius and diffuseness parameters was used
to span the entire physical range of bound-state geome-
tries. The same procedure described in Section III was
followed to extract the spectroscopic factor and many-
body ANC for every bound-state configuration. The re-
sults are shown by the surfaces in Fig. 6, where the ex-
tracted spectroscopic factors and many-body ANCs are
shown as a function of radius and diffuseness parameters.
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FIG. 4. Differential cross sections from the 5.5 MeV/u
86Kr(d, p) reaction measurement in Ref. [19] as a function of
center of mass angle and compared to FR-ADWA calculations
(lines). (a) 5/2+ ground state of 87Kr (points). FR-ADWA
calculations assume `=2, 2d5/2 transfer. (b) 7/2+ excited

state of 87Kr (points). FR-ADWA calculations assume `=4,
1g7/2 transfer. Each of the calculated cross sections varied
parameters (r0,a) for the neutron bound state. The theoret-
ical cross section were scaled using a least squares fit to the
data points for c.m. angles <90◦ to deduce S for each (r0,a)
pair.

The original chosen set of parameters from Table II are
also shown by the points in Fig. 6.

The crossing of these surfaces, shown by the solid line
in Fig. 6, describes a range of values for r0 and a that
will produce the experimentally constrained value for the
single-particle ANC. The same parameters for the sur-
faces in Fig. 6 are displayed in Fig. 7 in order to clearly

FIG. 5. (Color online). Results from the FR-ADWA analysis
with KD optical model parameters for the 87Kr ground-state
from measurements at 5.5 MeV/u (red) and 33 MeV/u (blue).
(a) Nuclear ANC C2

`j values as a function of single-particle
ANC b`j . (b) Spectroscopic factors as a function of single-
particle ANC b`j .

distinguish the values of the spANC in the surface cross-
ing region. Overlayed in Fig. 7 are lines of constant dif-
fuseness to show the region of (r0, a) that produce the
constrained spANC. The uncertainty bands in the sur-
face crossing region are produced by shifting the high
energy surface ±10%, based on an assumed uncertainty
for the FR-ADWA calculation.

The surface crossing region in Fig. 7 shows that for
a relatively large range of physical (r0, a) values, the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Contour plots of the 87Kr ground-state spectroscopic factor and many-body ANC as functions of r0 and
a. Points in each panel represent the initial set of parameters described in Table II. Surfaces show the entire spanned region
for every (r0, a) pair. Panels (a) and (b) show the extracted spectroscopic factors for the high and low energy measurements,
respectively. Panels (c) and (d) show the many-body ANC for the high and low energy measurements, respectively. The line
marks the crossing region of the high and low beam energy surfaces.

single-particle ANC remains constant. Different types
of scattering experiments would be needed to constrain
the values for the radius and diffuseness, which should
be consistent with the combined method deduced single-
particle ANC for the ground state of 87Kr.

A constrained value for the radius and diffuseness can
be extracted based solely on the original set of param-
eters in Table II, and is displayed by the single point
in Fig. 8. Using the Table 8 parameters, the con-
strained bound-state parameters are r0 = 1.27+0.07

−0.04 fm

and a = 0.66+0.04
−0.02 fm where the uncertainties are based

on the uncertainties in the constrained value for the 87Kr
ground state spANC. It is noteworthy that these param-
eter values are in good agreement with the canonical
values of r0= 1.25 fm and a= 0.65 fm. Also displayed
in Fig. 8 is the surface crossing region and uncertainty
bands from Fig. 6, to show the exact range of r0 and a
values that can reproduce the same value for the con-
strained spANC. Colored contour bands in Fig. 8 show
the approximate value for the spANC at each value of
radius and diffuseness; note that we have constrained
bd5/2=6.46 +1.12

−0.57 fm−1/2.

Adopting the constrained single-particle ANC value for
the bound-state configuration of the ground-state reac-

tion yields a spectroscopic factor of S=0.44 +0.09
−0.13, where

the uncertainty comes from the least squares fit to the
data (∼7 %), a total systematic uncertainty of 10% (e.g.
target thickness, beam normalization) and an assumed
uncertainty for the FR-ADWA calculation (10%).

C. Combined results for the 2.5 MeV excited state

Figure 9 summarizes the results for the dependences of
both C`j and S as a function of b`j for the excited state
at E=2.5 MeV, where a 1g7/2 `=4 transfer is assumed
based on previous studies.

In contrast to the results for the ground-state `=2
transfer, both the low and higher energy measurements
yield statistically identical results, including a relatively
flat C`j which is a signature of a peripheral reaction even
at 33 MeV/u. The apparent peripheral nature of the `=4
transfer in the NSCL data could be attributed to the
larger angular momentum transfer, indicating that the
centrifugal barrier has a significant effect, even at these
higher energies. Also, the measured differential cross sec-
tion covers only a small angular range, where the shapes
of the FR-ADWA predictions for different (r0,a) pairs are
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Single-particle ANC for the 87Kr
ground state as a function of radius parameter, r0 overlayed
with lines of constant diffuseness, a. The original constrained
value from the (r0, a) parameter set from Table II is shown by
the black box. The crossing region from the surfaces in Fig. 6
is shown by the red line. Uncertainty bands are described in
the text.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Contour bands of the 87Kr ground state
single-particle ANC corresponding to the radius parameter,
r0, as a function of diffuseness, a. The red data point with
the black uncertainty bars corresponds to the r0 = 1.27+0.07

−0.04

fm and a = 0.66+0.04
−0.02 fm value deduced from the analy-

sis with the radius and diffuseness values in Table II. The
shaded band with red line central values represents the range
of (r0,a) values that correspond to the constrained spANC

value bd5/2=6.46 +1.12
−0.57 fm−1/2.

relatively similar (see Fig. 3b). Data at smaller (<10◦)
and/or larger (>25◦) c.m. angles, where the shapes of
the FR-ADWA predictions are more distinctive for dif-
ferent (r0,a) values, may have provided more significant
differences in S as a function of (r0,a) in the higher en-
ergy data and therefore a constraint on the bound-state

FIG. 9. (Color online). Results from the FR-ADWA analysis
of the 87Kr 2.5 MeV 1g7/2 state measurements at 5.5 MeV/u

(red) and 33 MeV/u (blue). (a) Nuclear ANC C`j
2 values

as a function of single-particle ANC b`j . (b) Spectroscopic
factors as a function of single-particle ANC b`j .

potential parameters.

In Table V, the extracted spectroscopic factors for the
5/2+ ground and 7/2+ excited states in 87Kr are com-
pared to previous measurements at lower beam energy.
Since there was no constrained value for the spANC for
the 2.5 MeV state, the spectroscopic factor shown in Ta-
ble V was calculated assuming the r0 and a values de-
duced for the ground state from the analysis with the
Table II values. The effective mean field is not necessar-
ily the same for the different states if there are strong
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correlations; ideally a constrained region for the spANC
is desired for every excited state. The spectroscopic fac-
tors deduced in the present work are within uncertainties
similar to, although consistently lower, than previous re-
sults. The similarity may be due to the similarity be-
tween the (r0, a) values used in the traditional DWBA
analysis to the (r0, a) values constrained in the present
work with the Table II analysis. That the spectroscopic
factors are lower has been previously observed for the
combined method analysis in [15].

TABLE V. Summary of spectroscopic factors for the 5/2+

ground and excited 7/2+ states of 87Kr from the present anal-
ysis and previous measurements at lower beam energies.

Reference Energy [MeV/u] Sd5/2 (g.s.) Sg7/2 (Ex=2.5 MeV)

[19] 5.5 0.56 0.49

[25] 7.5 0.66 -

[32] 10 0.63±0.16a 0.58±0.15b

This work 33 0.44 +0.09
−0.13 0.41 +0.08

−0.12

a Adopted from the normalization factor for Jπ=5/2+
b Adopted from the normalization factor for `=4 transitions

IV. SUMMARY

The 86Kr(d, p)87Kr reaction was measured in inverse
kinematics at 33 MeV/u at the National Superconduct-
ing Cyclotron Laboratory with the ORRUBA detec-
tor system coupled to the S800 spectrograph. The re-
sults from this measurement were combined with those
from an earlier study at 5.5 MeV/u [19] to test the
combined method proposed by Mukhamedzhanov and
Nunes [11] to extract spectroscopic factors by providing
a constraint on the parameters of the neutron bound-
state potential. The present work demonstrates that
for lower angular momentum, at least `=2 transfer, the
spANC, and hence the bound-state potential, can be
constrained from 86Kr(d, p) measurements at two en-
ergies using the combined method. A single-particle
ANC of bd5/2=6.46 +1.12

−0.57 fm−1/2 was constrained for the

ground state of 87Kr, and therefore the spectroscopic fac-
tor S=0.44 +0.09

−0.13 was deduced. The spectroscopic factor
extracted in this work for the 5/2+ ground state from
the present combined method analysis is somewhat lower
than previous analyses, which made assumptions on the
configuration of the bound-state potential. For the `=4
transfer to the 2.5 MeV state, it appears that the reac-
tion, even at 33 MeV/u, remains peripheral which could
be due to the higher centrifugal barrier to transfer.

Spectroscopic factors determined with a reduced de-
pendence on the bound-state potential for relatively low
` transfers will impact calculations of direct neutron cap-
ture rates on nuclei with low level densities near the
neutron separation energy and near the waiting points
during freeze-out from an r-process event. The present
work has demonstrated that by combining measurements
at two very different beam energies the spANC b`j and
hence spectroscopic factors can be deduced with greater
certainty. Next steps could include determining the spec-
troscopic factors, and associated direct-semidirect neu-
tron capture cross sections near neutron closed shells, de-
duced from the combined method in neutron-rich nuclei.
The first of such steps could be realized for neutron-rich
85Se where the peripheral 84Se(d, p) reaction has been
analyzed [8] and the (d, p) reaction with 45 MeV/u 84Se
beams has recently been measured [33].
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